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each section to play in a Torn
of building was needed, with mu...
M. I.. Parker, chairman of theIrby, a brother, John Stuart, several
a Detroit franchise as they did the
of our largest industries. floor space for properly displaying dance
tournament Friday. February 14
committee, reported that Joe
and 1h.. following nieces and nepeat year Mr Keller promised the The
Each and every one of them sound- the large stock of electrical merwinners will nieet far the phews,
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which
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caution. For instance,
carry. For that engaged to play
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Stuart. Arrington and Jack the
for the "Snow
players that
ill enable Fulton to February IS
executive of one concern which reason we sought a new location.
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Stuart, and
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establish a better record during
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well
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manufactures a peacewith !he
.1 0 Lewis, superintendent tnt Irby, all of Shawnee.
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1941
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started at the first meeting in the
Fultrin'a representatives to the
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had taken on two thousano
commissioner and he will assign the
meeting also went on a motor trap
This popular radio and elactric year. with Enoch Milner and Miladditional employees—BUT THAT
officials for all conference games. GARTH NAMED ORION
ton Exum as captains. A committee
through Florida. going down the
NOT A SINGLE ONE of these is store carries such nationally adCOUNTY
AGENT
with
the
exception
that whigas nets,
was appointed to make plans for
east coast and returning by way of
engaged Ifl the manufacturing of vertised products as Phileo radias.
request
officials 10 work as many
an old-fashioned box supper. They
the west roast. They saw' JacksonTurn B Garth war' unanimously the normal item. These men am Zenith Radios, RCA radios, Hot
as two of their games
are
Robert Graham, chairman.
ville, Miami. Daytona Beach. Tallaworking on munitions and army Point ranges, heaters, refrigerators,
Attending the me.•ting from Ful selected as Moon County's new
basare and many other places of
washers, Maytag washers, Hoover Thomas Exam. Enoch Milner and
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When
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1942
l
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agent
around
by
the
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tan were Supt Lewis, Coach 11.1
Ward Johnson.
int/rest in that state.
Vacuum
cleaners.
Perfection
schel Giles and Principal Law.3-fice agricultural carrimittee which met asal the Defense Program begins to
Roy Greer, a new member, was
stoves.
dew
Westinghou
down,
se
unless
light
Wedriesdas
other
morning
measures
in
Union
bulbs,
City.
Holland
introduced to the club. Joe Aylor,
*I. C. NEWS
Garth was recommended by Judd are taken in the interim, these two radio supplies and repair service.
In this issue of The News, Mr. an old member who recently joinBrooks, district agent, Jackson. to thousand men again will be lookUNION MISSIoNAIRV AND
Bennett announces the formal np !n• ed the navy, was present and
F. L. Thompson, vice president.
succeed Franklin Yates. who re- ing for jobs.
LADIES AID Ti) MEET
made a brief talk.
Chwago. was in Fulton Tuesday
•al
signed Oct. 7, to take effect Jan.
Meanwhile, in order ta pay at ing of his new store. usin-, seve,
—
—
night enroute to Memphis.
least a part of the cost -if the De- attractive advertisements to call at1, 1941.
The last meeting of this month
Mrs. Tom Bellew will entertain
F. 9 Mays. vice president and
Mr. Garth plans to niovi. to Un- fense Program, government will tention to the Oct-trim-al merchand- will not be held. Mr. Wright anthe Union Missionary and Ladies'
ise
he
handles
general manager, Chicago, was in
ion City about the first of the year. have to tax and tax. Industries will
nounced that at the next meeting
Aid Societies on Wednesday, lle•
Fujian Wednesday night. enroute
He is now employed at Rutledge, have to pay through the noaa arid
plans will be discussed for the next
cernber 18, at her home on Route I.
to McComb, Miss.
Tenn.. as county agent of Grain- sitckholders who receive clivideniis
Ken-Tenn Exposition.
Mrs.
C.
'Fulton
J.
Sugg,
Sr.
Defeats
will
give
Milburn
• N Fox. master mechanic. Jackger county.
will be force to pay over higher
the fourth chapter of "Thy King.
In Two Games
son, was in Fulton Tuesday night.
income taxes.
dom Come." Mrs. Jarres Dawes,
STAMPS DIXIE FOUR
K E Dawson, trainmaster. Chris
The Defease Program is necesMrs. Daisie Bondurant and Mrs. LOCAL CARPENTER
The Fulton High School Bulldogs
IN FULTON MONDAY
porniana, fuel engineer. and R. C.
sary but
simply a --let in the
Malcolm Inman will take part in
INJURED SATURDAY arm
Pickering, clerk, were in Memphis
to industry, to labor aria to and Pups defeated .he Milburn
the Missionary 'program, the theme
--The Stamps Dixie Four, racila
Momlay on business.
business. Make no miser's? biota High teams in both games of a
of which
is -Becoming
More
G. C. Buchanan. local carpenter. that.
C. E. Rigsby. inspector of DaThe wise individuil, them- doubleheader at the Science Hall artists of WMC. Memphis. will apChrist-Conscious"
was painfully injured
Tuesday night. The Bulldogs' game pear at the Science Hall in Fulearly last. fore, during
lian Co., Memphis. was here Tuesthe next two years
Mrs. J. B. Inman will have char- Saturday morning when the car in
day.
will not increase his living expen- !was close, until the fourth quar- ton. Monday night. December 16, at
ge of the Ladies' Aid meeting. The which he was riding struck a briage
Milburn team
leading 7:30 o'clock. Also on the program
sea and sail] make a serious effort ter, the
W. H. Purcell. supervisor, was in
aid will serve a pit-luck dinner. banister on the Fulton-Union City
throughout the first half, but the will be five or six local quartets to
to get out of personal debt.
Jar kson Tuesday
Visitors are welcome.
highway.
Mr. Buchanan suffered
If K. Buck, trainmaster, was in
The administration and the con- local team was victorious by a score ,compete for a cash prize. Winners
head and mouth injuries and was gress in the
of 24 to 13. Joe McAlsster, playing will be chosen by the popular vote
Jackson Monday.
inte,lim must make
FULTON COUNTY FARMERS
brought to Fulton for medical definite
his first year at Fulton High, was of the audience.
W. A. Johnston, acting superinplans to help industry get
MAY OBTAIN LIME AS
The public is urged to attend
treatment.
tendent, Paducah. was in Fulton
back into production of the things high point man with F points.
CONSERVATION MATERIAL
The accident occurred about 6 o'- which add
The Pups entirely outclassed the this program and vote for the faWednesday afternoon.
to the wealth and well--Milburn second team. winning 23 vorite quartet. Proceeds from the
clock and Mr. G. Gila driver of being of the nation.
To get the DeFulton County farmers may now the car, said that lights of an apto 4. The Pups led the scoring dur- event will be used for the school.
Haws-It eater Hospital order lime through the Fulton proaching can blinded him. Mr. fense Program speeded up. govern- mg the entire game.
Joe Williams
ment found it necessair to call for
County Agricultural Conservation Guilt was only slightly injured.
VOTE FOR COTTON QUOTAS
the services of some ef cur leading was high point man with 7
V. E Jackson continues the same. Association, without making any
The two men were enroute to industrial executives. It should
The Bulldogs will meet the Murnow
Mrs. John Cherry of Dukedom advance payment. Mr. H. M. Pewitt.
Our of 585 Ballots cast on the
Louisiana for employment.
call on others of these business ray teams at the Science Hall Frihas been dismissed.
Chairman of the county associaCation Marketing Quotas Referen— —
day night. Dec. 13.
leaders
to
help
get
industries
the
Hiram Fagan who underwent an tion, said today.
dum held last Saturday. December
•FULTON HOSPITAL of this country accelerated on
appendectomy was dismissed Tues
The lime is being aupplied as a
7. in the County. 574 were in fapeace-time
production.
&ay.
School Board Met
grant of aid material in Fulton
vor of the Cotton Marketing QuoMrs M. I. Boulton was admitted
R. B. Carr remains about the County this year by the Agriculfor another year. as has been
Monday
Night
treatment.
morning
Las
for
Tuesday
rONSTAN
T
=MC.
tural Adjustment Administration.
in the past three years. and 11 opMcAlister and son
Byron
Mrs.
HRISTMAS
Vim Alice Lunsfard of Hickman The material is for use in the 194:
The Fulton Board of Education posed. This is in ratio of better than
are doing fine.
is about the same
Agricultural Conservilion Frogram
held its regular monthly meeting 155 to 1 in favor of the Quotas. SixWater Val- The sky can still remember
Yates
of
Dalton
Mrs.
Cieihon of Dukedom was in the county. and the cost will
Monday night at the high school ty percent of the eligible voters in
admittad for
The earliest Christmas morn
dismissed Thursday. Dec. 5. after be deducted from the farmers' soil-- ley. Route 1, has been
bu.lding. This was the last meet- the County exercised their duties
treatment.
When in the cold December
treatment.
building allowances under the proing for Paul Hornbeak and Voche by voting in the Referendum.
Mrs. Fred Brock and son of Chin
The Savior Christ was born,
Mrs C. C. Parker was admitted gram under a plan similar to that
Hardin. and at the January nieetgetting along fine.
And still in darkness clouded
Friday for a minor operation used in the distribution of phrea- on are
ing Waller Evans and Maxwell Mc- SCOUT SUPPER MONDAY NIGHT
Homer King Sanson of Hickman.
And still in noonday light
and la as dismissed Saturday.
phate during the past three years. Route 2, underwent an appendix
Dade wil, take ofaice.
It feels its far depths crowded
Mrs W. C Sowell of Hiakman
sato. Lewis made a report ol
The deduction rate for the lime operation Sunday and is improeing.
A "Father and Son" hamburger
With angels far and bright.
has been admitted for treatment in Fulton County is 5200.
per ton.
the superintendents' meeting he nt- supper was sponsored by the Boy
pcinnhn
W.
is
splendor'
it
never
along
0
fading
getting
and is improving.
said Mr. Pewitt. and each farmer nicely.
tended last week in Lexington. lif.HSenuts Monday night at the Science
0 never silent song!
Mrs. John Hinton and daughter. may order enough lime to take up
Mrs. Paul Stevens and daughter Still keep the green earth tender. stated that the State Board had ap-;Hall and approximately sixty
were dismissed Wednesday.
as much as AO percent of his soil- were dismissed Sunday.
proved a leave of absene:. for the sons attended. The supper was
Still keep the gray earth strong
J. L. Lashley was admitted Sat- building allowance.
teachers to go on the New Orleans'served by the Fulton high school
Murphy of Ridgely.
Kenneth
still
brave
keep
the
earth dreaming
urday for treatment and has been
Mr. Pewitt emphasized that or- !Term.. was dismissed Monday.
Pep Club.
trip
Of deeds thnt shall be done.
diar. t-d .
lars for liming materials shoul
An informal program of enterMrs. Ethel Butterworth turned in
Fred Hudson was dismissed Fri- W'hile ch!ldren'-: live; come streamYrs. Joe Williams haa been ad- be placed as early as possible since
her resignatain as secretary and tainment was carried out. Short
day.
ing
mitted.
the 1941 program year closed on
treasurer Supt Lewis was iastrutt- talks were made by Roy ManchesMrs. T. L. Maupin and baha were
Like sunbeams from the sun
Rubble Sue Camp was dismissed June 30. 1941. Of the total of 807
ed to make recondr.endaticns far ter of Paducah, Louis Weaks and
dismissed Iasi week.
No star unfolds its glory,
Turaday.
farms in the county. 191 used 4306
, Be!t es Pigue.
her successor
No trumpet's wind is blow-n.
tons of lime in the program last RIDGELY BOY
The Board voted to pay the
Christmas
But
tells
the
story
WTI:1C OF PRAYER SERVICES
year. Mr Pewitt pointed out, but ,
REPAIRS ON WATER PEW?
teachers for a half-month on DeINJURED RECENTLY
In music of its own
AT ADVENTIST CHURCH lime is needed on virtually al! of
cember 13.
eager strife of mortals
No
farms in Fulton County. and
Minor repairs have been made on
Kenneth Murphy of Ridgely
In busy field or Inserth
The Annual Week of Prayer ser- through caoperation in tire
the pump at the Wa7er Works ofAg"- Tenn., was injured in a car wreck But sees the open portals
WARD NOW HANDLES
veva are being held this week at cultural Conservation Program all
i fire this week by Layne-Central
near Fulton last Friday morning
Through which the Christ came
the Seventh Day Adventist church farmers will be able to obtain this
RCA-VICTOR RADIOS Company of Memphis A new gasMurphy, Toni Barton of Ridgely.
down
and rood crowds have been attend- much-needed liming material this driver of the ear. and Jim Inman of
ket had to be installed to replace
0 Angels sweet and splendid.
Ward Refrigeration Service ilas', an old one which had worn out,
ing these services each evening On year
near Fulton were riding toward
Throng
hear's
our
in
sing
and
been appointed as another RCA- .
Thursday night Evangelist David
Water Valley, and, when they made The wonders which attended
Victor dealer in this territory. Er-1 When W. D. Cannon of
Miller of Dyersburg spoke al 7 o*Judge G A Gullick of Green- a left hand turn off the highway.
Marion.
The
coming
of
King.
the
nest Lowe announced this week. ,
clock.
ville, N C. refused to grant a their ear was struck by a car
caught a seven-pound bass.
Till we, tori, boldly pressing
This firm also carries eompieta l he wired his wife • "Landed
In the closing services Friday marriage license to a man because
a secdriven by
Pierson of Jackson.
Where once the Angels trod
RCA sound and testing equipment..en-rounder, a real beauty."
night and Saturday m,rning at II he had forgotten the name of the
Mrs.
Tenn.
Climb Bethlehem's Hill of Blessing
o'clock. Dr C. V Anderson, presi- girl he was to marry
,Cannon
wired back: "Just arrived
Murphy was brought to the FulAnd find the son of God
Smith Atkins. operator, and Lu. ;nine-pounder
dent of the Kentucky-Tennessee
No beauty. loan
ton Hospital for treatment. No aim-—Phillips Brooks. ther Bell. manager of the Fultoi
ennference. Nashville. will be in
Several weeks after Cliff Page -Ise was injured.
'like you Cotne borne."
Pepsi-Cola Bottling Company sp.mt
charge.
loll a valuable "ow from his farm
-People wha put on the mast Monday and Tuesday
The public is ceirdialle invited ta near Bangor. Mt'
in Green.; Half the world delights in !darthe found the
Ta be as good as our fathers we saele. are often those
who put off woed and
attend.
Clarksdale, Miss.. milder, and the other half
cow, and alio a calf with her.
i must be better—Wendell Phillips. the most creditors."
in bearing
business.
it.—Proverb
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Batts of Gilbertsville, and Mr ind Paducah spent
with the soon thing ince \ow frittott.
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will
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Green Sunday.
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GIFTS FOR "HER"
Ladies' Glen s
Pair
Ladies' Bags
Each
Ladies' House Slippers
Pair

A visit to our store is advisable.
Here you find quality merchandise
suitable for every member of the
family. We have a complete line of
wearables for men, women and
children at prices that are most inviting to all. Just look this list
over ... and there are many other
gift suggestions at your Christma.store.

(& $1.00
Ladies' Admiration Hosiery 79
Pair
Ladies' Nylon Hosiery
Pair ____

$1.25 & $1.35
Ladies' Silk Dresses
$2.98 $4.95
New Spring Shades
Ladies' Coats
$6.95 $19.50
Each
Ladies Handke rchic Is
251 & 50c
Per box
Ladies' Comb and Brush $1.00 & $1.98
1' $2.49
$1.00 $2.49
$5.50
$1.98
_ $2.98
$1.00 'I $1.95
25c '" 49c
49c " $1.65

"• "

Give Something
To Wear!

$1.00 & $1.95
$1.00
4911) $2.00

Sets
Ladies' Crepe Pajama,
$1.00
Pair ____
Ladies' Crepe Gowns
Each
Ladies' Fitted Cases
Each
Taffeta House Coats
Each
Ladies' Chenille Bath Robes
Each
Ladies' Printed House
Coats, each
Ladies' Step-Ins
Pair
Ladies Princess Slips
Each _
Tiemporgtvec,r-vg•e•empe.pmeeve,e,•

ZTVA AV AV teAniPlr
'f.V!,

Selected Gifts
Blankets, part wool. double
SI.98 to S3.35
Each
50c SLIM
2,e
Touel Sets
Bridge Sets

19c

Table Scarfs
Pillow Cases, 2 to box

29c
50c

Gifts For
Boys and Gifts
Sweaters
• Snow Suits
• Mackinaw Coats
;

19c to $1.9,
$1.98 to $1.95

• Leather Jackets
;
• Infant Sets

$1.95

• Crib Blankets

Ile ,i's nab<
Each

1.00 1.50 1.98 2.98
25' 50' $1.00

.lien's Neckwear
Each

$1.98 '" $1.50
98
((1 ml $1.95

lien's Robes
Each
Men's Pajamas
l'air
Men's Block Cantfade
Shirts. each

98( $1.39 $1.65

Men's Handkerchiefs, boxed
Initialed. 3 for _

50(

Men's Mufflers
Each

50c & $1.00

Men's Belts
Each _

50c & $1.00

S1.00 $1.13

Lunrheon Sets

w

GIFTS FOR "HIM"

$1.95
98c to $1.95
19c to $1.25

:. AM11101WWWWAhisakkAMAADMAAMANA
,
.",

Men's Military Sets
Each

S2.95
'
$1.00

-

Men's Leather Jackets
Each
Men's Sweaters
Each
Men's Top Coats
Each

$5.95 '" $11.95

98c $2.98
'
$1000/0 $14.95

lien's Suits
Each

$10.00 '" $18.50
Men's "Ironclad" Sox
50t
2 Pairs to box
retrionewerwc•rxurlecir.e

Footwear for the Entire Family ;
; GIFTS EVERY g
i
MAN
1
r„,
WANT.1
AT
. KASNOW'S
Fulton, Ky.
;
449 Lake St.
a0a4aiki)i-lkNIri;f12412Z7v..i..graaidliAkt)i14.'41XWaViviktali.24 >111.-Daikt.`"Al'a4ta:•111,1-;2iWAAkiDikat.i4i.7••••XigViliZil%11,
Andrews Jewelry Co. -41Vaix,
I
i
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1-•.- trraaure.i ... srs led to
; to.
forcsterfwalitiful i -nremain
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from $.37.7.11. Cram* in and
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GIFTS EVERY
WOMAN
WANTS
AT
KASNOW'S
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oLlt'l'I'ERS

1'1) S,I ,N'T.1

---_ •
ovia• smit,. claw. I

and we each want
toy rill
Palmy Ann, Bitty 1,1111 1314111.

AL.,' 1,111111'

A Burglar
slims
,g,Als;PO/

I July,'Iii, it hi
a Wont 111 11.'
awl, I want you tii
bring
set al dishes, II 1/1.1/1.11 SO, 11111
,1 Wrist W11111/ l'11.11S1' 1111111.lot gil
my brialior, six y,ans ,o1(I Ile wants
;a little truck lava-,
Frances Sue Byrd

Dr. George A. Crofton
Heim Betio'
have lawn
- 'tear Santa,
Eye, Ear, None and Threat
Hem Santa
11t111. Mi
a good bay I 1111V1.
Will you please bring in)' II III
I have heen a wetly wind little,
Specialist
Betty lani and Patsy eycle with lightm, ii rocket idiot.
term
bay Please bring 11111' a wagon, a
Special Attention to Correct
tiuck. a tram, candy, nuts and a
Ann. 'limy haw, lawn weal too. t1101 Met, ftlriti SO, rutary printing
Fitting of Eyo Glasses
lot of fruit. Please remember my
preen, airpurt, blind( aid, traitor.
Hear Santa Claus
They want a 3411 lalatta' cmli and
three loth. brut hers
Office Located in Cohn Bldg.
ear transport and a Pupeye light. I
1
111118
yeara
alit and I have been
James Hobert Hatwock.
one 111111 11141 111111 some vanity.
Walnut St., Phone HIS
11111 111110 years old, and I've tried
briag nai ii stary book,
%%quit Iii be a giant boy. Pleura! ri 1111'111111'1
want
ii 11,001,,r 111111 11111
tent and
' 4•1. 1111,1 ;I WOO'r
sut,f;crtIle ft-) -THE NaWa.
an ilia iiiiIiine that almots sparks, 1111111111111 111111 baby and C4('1'ryb.,IIN
T WAS midniht on Cht vitrrioN
Please brilig niii 5111111' fruit and
IlnellaVearre'natWallettrearetitatalla'aelairal
tiiI.W..1 It'4. With 11/VP,
EVe. Seven-your-old Jack,
'
0
4
Daniel(' Payne Hassell having baffled the mandm:in
------since eight o'clock, tossed back
the covers and crept downHear Santa'
I am hi years old I want a 111111 stairs.
111'411'11 Miff II 111111 ISA, I 1111VI,
Now, at ban last, he would
111111 sister, minim] Janice Kay, and learn the truth about Santa
III,?
1111111/y. 1.111'y WSW SIMI.'
thing Mee tiring swot, candy, nuts Claus. Man or myth? Chimanil fruit.
ney sweeper or n lovable old
Martha Marie fl% it red-nosed gentleman?
They Are Smart, Handsome, Well-Madr, Moderately
When the clock struck one Jack
Priced,
Economical To Use. They Save Time and
All men are poets at heart
was still sitting patiently in the chair
by thy fireplace, watching the emHousekeeping, Make the Home More
Labor,
Simplify
bers glow and wane. Tinsel on the
Parts Used
nearby Chrititmos tree glistened. It
Attractive and Give Years of Satisfactory Service
was all very exciting, but where was
Kris Kringle?
Electric Mochitte
The noise Jack heard a moment
later might have been Santa hut it
(leaning
didn't come from the chimney.
Quickly the boy Jumped hack in
tali shadows while he heard the dinAUTOMATIC SANDWICH GRILL
' a room window raise slowly. A
Makes ch litmus Waste.' sawl
aiish of cold air, heavy footstep',
anthem, g ills bag on, hamburgers,
All Shape. -- All siztas
and then Jack heard the window
etc.
Ad ustable therm,Chime Clock
Clock
close.
static e enrol for high or 11995
lake, or
Fie %II
Frightened. he crept forward unDish \X'Asher
low hes' Signal light.
Urn Set
til he could see where blue moonFitted Whill VDU Wall
Vibrator
Laundry Iron
alit filtered into the dining room.
Room Heater
Hot Plate
!ore Jack saw—not Santa Claus
New Friction Jewels
it a masked burglar, sjstematicalChafing Dish
Percolator
NUT.INDICATING WAFFLE BARER
. looting the silverware!
Mioclebs
For All the
Cigar Lighter
Coffee Urn
Smart streamline design Signal
Seconds later his softly slippered
Water I leater
Hair Dryer
light tells when to pour in batter.
!, t carried the lad upstairs into
Pre treated grids no
•
parents' bedroom. The boy shook
Coffee Maker
Heat Lamp
areuia,no sticking... v
.., fattier,
Wall Lamp
Sun Ray Lamp
' 'hid!" he whispered loudly, eyes
Ironing Machine
Table lamp
bla 'rig. "Dad! Wake up!"
Vacuum Cleaner
Floor Lamp
•rrummph," came the sleepy
:mswer.
Toaster Tray Sot
Light Bulbs
......DELUXE HEATING PAD
"it burglar, Dad! Wake up! Call
Automatic Range
Food Mixer
police!"
Three position swinh for high, medium,
Tree Lighting Set
Table Stove
Not waiting, Jack reached for the
and low heats. Washable blue chenille
e1151de telephone himself. His mothWashing Machine
cover. Waterproof sack for
Egg Cooker
•
, r still slumbered.
wet applications .
Curling Iron Automatic Roaster
"Operator?" he asked. "Send the
dice ver to our house right away!
;rhare's i burglar downstairs!"
f
By th time it was out of Jack's
hands.
His parents were wide
COZY GLOW NEATER
Let Us Figure with You. Ilrt do TI"A & REA
awake -ay. clinging to their hero
Christmas Merrier
Easily portable, furrushes instant best
Work
wherever dented. Coil type element
prtxtuces twalth-gaziag infra- $5)95
at Your House with
red rap...

f,,ItllI! I
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ELECTRIC APPLIANCES
(
? Pie ate 1284 elthiii6nC44

WATCH REPAIRS

-

1,,,,,•,4•41.

go444. Specials

ALL KINDS OF TOYS

CRYSTALS

•

•

FOR THE CHILDREN

THE LEADER STORE I

‘
as595

R. M. KIRKLAND
Elecrienti
4:1*

• '_LIL

Qei

1

ELECTRICAL CONTRACTING
AND
REPAIR SERVICE

visko

WHEELIS LI STRANGE
ELEcTRici I \
11,410'
.1

Festoons of Colored kights

1'111111e 711$1

SEE YOUR DEALER ALSO FOR QUALITY ELECTRICAL GIFTS

.0/
•••••••=ofwme-imwsmeoloommormstwmfo.

1•31110.

GIVE A

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY

PHOTOGRAPH

INCORPORItTED

,
"
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"
'"4
V‘Ptin"Cf2ZPVCCIsia
"IsritZskrCraPTliti"CMCCICII

the story

1.IW°
to o,•,
o.`•it ..,

•

ST

They will enjoy a new portrait of you this
Christmas. Avoid last minute rush, and have
one made now.
PHOTOGRAPHS LIVE FOREVER

Gardner's Studio
Phone 693

Fulton, Ky.

Insurance Is Like
A Spare Tire...
be less

probability

of needing the spare tire—but you
wouldn't think of going on a trip
without one, would you7
No matter how carefully
drive,

how

you

scrupulously you ob-

serve the law—sooner or later insurance may fill a very

pressing

need. Let us show you how little
it costs for adequate protection.

ATKINS
Insurance Ager.:y
Phone 5

Fulton, Ky.

TOUR WAI L OF PROTECTION

MEP

INNEIEINM

Pictures
that
ten

A Photograph of yourself is a
gift that only you can give.

COSTS LESS TO LITE BETTER ELECTRICALLY 4111E

Y

A
A

V
V
V
V

A

Jack reached for the telephone
himself.
son ard listening. During the next
two minutes they heard a stark
drama—downstairs the dining room
window opened and closed. In the
distance, growing ever newer, was
the hum of a motor which they
knew would be the police car.
They heard it stop outside. Then
came a shout. "Stop thief!" A hinef
scuffle, and they knew tt.e Lurglar
was captured.
Next morning Jack wt,5 awaktned
by his father.
"Son," he began, eyes twinkling,
"I forgot to ask last night hew you
happened to hear that burglar."
Jack blushed.
"I was downstairs, Dad, waiting
for Santa Claus. Wanted to see if
he really does come on Christmas
eve."
His father laughed heartily.
"But Jack!" he protested. "Don't
you know that Santa Claus never
comes when little boys and girls are
watching? I'll bet he's been here by
this time, though. Let's go see!"
Downstairs Jack's surprise was divided between two equally fasciaating subjects. Around the Christmas
tree were more presents than he'd
ever seen before, including a brand
new bicycle!
But off to one side was a jolly
looking, blue-uniformed policeman.
"Sonny," the copper began. "That
burglar you captured last mght was
'Lightning Pete.' a most notorious
house breaker."
Jack's jaw dropped.
"Best of all," the policeman continued, "there's a $500 reward for
his capture, and it al; belongs to
you. Here's the check."
Jack could barely say "Thank
you.- so amazed was he.
"I guess.- he finally mumbled.
"that Santa Claus is wearing a blue
uniform this year."
ilielezsed by Western Neasmaper Uninn

y

ezi
ei
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FROM Tilt' CHR1SP.AAS STOR,

;The Early Shoppers Are the Ones Who Give the Most
V
V Appropriate Gifts Because They Are First Choosers!

Shepherd Village Plays Bethlehem
Les Baux in Fr.tnce, a s!nage of
shepherds, puts on ore of the most
dramatic Christmas celetraticns in
the world, and hasedone it yearly
for over a thousand years. The peasants act out the whole Bell Icheni
story with real oxen. Thousands of
visitors come every Christmas eve
to see the event.
Christmas in Sweden
Sweden celebrates her Christmas
December 24 with fish and rio. pot.
sedge.

Ill
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GIFTS FOR HER

D-J Riding Togs
Rollins Hosiery
e Week-End Bags
141
House Slippers
Y
Satin Lingerie
y
tg
Twin Sweaters
T
✓
Frocks
Silk
iv
D:1
PCoats—Hats
tits
Ctg
GIFTS FOR 11131
if
Luggage
if
Tie Clasp Sets
Jackets
i Zipper
eff

-.0V

t,

Slip-Over Sweaters
Pigskin Gloves
Felt Hats
Belt-Suspender Sets
Boxed Handkerchiefs
Nu-Lox Jewelry
FOR FATHER

Robes
Topcoats
Wool Mufflers
Fine Quality Shirts
Madras Pajamas

House Slippers
Ties—Hose
Shaving Sets
FOR MOTHER

Lounging Robes
Lace Covers
Wool Blankets
Gowns
All Wool Rugs
Dovedown Hose
(Ghost)
Handkerchief Sets

A
A

2
A
A

2A
A
A
A
A

A
A

A
g

A
A
A

X
A
A
A
Ar.

I

K. HOIVIRA]

"The Family Gift Store"
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Will Your Car
Stand the Gaff?
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It's true that motors run a mighty long time
that
without serious trouble, but don't forget
efthe modern high compression engine loses
ent.
adjustm
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ficiency if
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econTo bring back new car efficiency and
TUNE
e
complet
a
motor
your
,my, let us give
113 with our modern equipment and trained

Do

personnel.
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Clean and Adjust Plugs
Clean and Adjust Points
Adjust Generator
Take Down Carburetor, Clean and
assemble

MODEL 11 AE --A
5-rube, including rectiier, AC-DC superheterodyne mth 2bands
-- broadcast and IN.
TER NATIONAL
.91ORTVVAVE. lid,scope loop serial,Illunsieared "Cold-Clow"
dial, in mottled brown
bakelite cabinet.
•

Re-

Clean Gas Lines
Clean Air Cleaner
Clean Fuel Pump
Tighten Water Connections
Adjust Tappets

SEE IMPROVED
ELECTRIC TUNING
MODEL 19h

OR
a
Complete Overhauling
Itotor
Give your

"It's Expensive To Delay
Needed Repairs"

fiercer..trona,.

la • rail,, Si if,

Do
DO

$89.95

$17.95
EASY TERMS

Ward Refrigeration Service

. ••••

$79.95
Ward Refrigeration
Service
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Brady Bros. Garage
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Ills•Ictb 1.4 freAte, .1•!•. •
hiwt time I2 in, b 1-4,tn.
Spralirt
••10,tig And it,frign
rephon Come in sod.fl.

MODEL 26 BB A tuned
rad,o frequency stage using
O 3-5ang condenser, gn et th,,
recesver increased &electivity
and sensitivity. A big 8-tube,
including recttfier, set with
10-tube performance. Broadcast. shortwave and polare
bands. 6-button electric
push-button tuning. 12-tm h
electro dynamic spe.,ker.

NI

321 Walnut St.

MAURICE'WARD, Prop.

Folt.yo, hg.
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"Hold That Woman"
Frances Gifford
with James Dunn
Also News and ('ontedy

FRIDAY - SA11 RDA
DOUBLE I LATURE
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"In Old Montana"
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Sunday-Monday, December 15-16

11 1

SANTA SAYS:
"LOOK 'EM OVER"
Enjoy the Christmas Holidays, with an A-1
Used Car from Little Motor Company ... Here's
live late models which will assure a happy holiday ... And all are priced within reach of your
pocket book
'10 Dodge I-Door .S (1(111
'39 Plymouth 2-Door
'39 Chevrolet 2-Door

"Sporting Blood"
with Robert Young Maureen O'Sullivan
Also News and Comedy
FRIDAY - SATI•RDA1
CHARLES STARRETT
—in--

"Two Fisted Ranger"
Ch. No. 3 Deadend Kids in
"JR. ti-MEN"

JUDY GARLAND
Cre• NAM • Owlet
WINNING It

Tuesday-Wednesday, December l 7-14

sl•NDAY - MONDAY
Or MOTHY LAMOUR

A NIGHT
AT

"TYPHOON"

064

NEWS and COMEDY
TUES. - WED. - TUCKS
D1111314: FEATURE
WILLIAM BOYD

'39 Chevrolet Coupe
'38 Chevrolet 2-Door

"FRONTIERSM
3IADELEINE CARRO1 1.
—in—

LITTLE MOTOR CO.

ik

Fulton. Ky.
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"SAFARI"
ALL SEATS

(
10

"I Take This Oath"

WEDNESDAY - THERs
DOUBLE FEATURE

2
JEFFREY LYNN in
"Invitation to a
.11urder"

with .10,yci• Compton taking lead
New and Selected Shorts
Thursday-Friday, December 19-20

'Mystery of Mr. Wong
with Boris Karloff
Selected Shorts

EARGAIN DAYS FRIDAY &
SATURDAY"
10-16,
Matinee
lOt
Nights

Jack Staulcup and His Orchestra coming
Sunday, December 22

ANYTIME
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BATH ROBES
FOR HIS CHRISTMAS

$4.50 to $10
__ 81.50 to S6.00

Silk or Broadcloth Pajamas
••••

a

Surprise Hil Christmas with a stylish new

HYDE PARK SUIT
-

OVERCOAT
Smart clothes me very practical gifts. Attractive
price range -a

$17.50 to $35
Veckwear

.5(k• to $1.06

tia

gsra'C't

Other Gift Suggestions at Little's
for "HIM"
Handkerchiefs
Initial Handkerchiefs
Pioneer Belts
Suspenders

A
A

I
A
A
4
A

2A

Supporters
Interwoven Socks
Leather Coats
Underwear
Footwear
House Slippers

A
A
it
A
A
A
4
/4
4

2
A
gg.A
A

aA
A
A
A

W ufflers

$1.00 to $2.50

Men's Gift Sets
And Many Other Gifts for "Him.-

Glove s

$1.00 to $3.50
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ARROW and ENRO
SHIRTS FOR "HIM"

A

A shirt iron) this store will give him lasting pleasure for months to come. A wide variety of patterns
,
to choose from.

A
A

$1 to $2.50

JEWELRY FOR MEN

Smart jewelry for men, featuring the popular
Swank Personalized Jewelry. Very appealing for
gifts.

STYLE PARK HATS -'$1.95 to$5
Wen's, Boys' Sweaters
_ $1.95 to $5
Each _
Men's Leather Jackets
$5 to 816...56
_
Each
Ihn's Footwear $3 to $8.51

LITTLE CLOTHING CO.
Lake Street

"EVERYTHING FOR MEN AND BOYS"

Fulton, Icy.
,
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RALLY, EXPORTS DROP

Decline In Farm Exports
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"Duo to unusua:ly 1,10ye sports

THE LEADER STORE

ASK iron

MENTHO.
•MULSION
THAI wk .t.i 1,11,11 utyg
TAKE CPA SIP
Of MENTI-40mliS,ON
WAIT Phil miNUTIS
If VC)u ;AIL TO CAT
EXPICTIO
ASK MR SOUR MONEY SACK
b.—

PRACTICAL XMAS
GIFTS

DEMYER DRUG (0.

t.f industrial commisiitien intostly
war materials) exptirts
neultural commodities increased
42 per cent over their level twelse
months earlier," the Department
states. In valut
Agriculture
terms, farm exports suffered a net
I.as of $254 millions.
"U. S. foreign trade in ngricul
tonal products in the first quarter
of the current fiscal year refits:WI
the influence of the European War
even more clearly than in preced
mg periods, according to the De

partment.
The volume of farm exports dur
,rig the month of September set arl
-,11-time low. being the lowest Ii !if/
dny month since 1915, when the D.' tv
panatela's monthly volume Ind' s
negins. Thus the index shows the io
t't
total volume of farm exports to 1)
1
he 72 per cent below the as-crag,
of 1909-1914. and the value of tofarm exports to be 70 per cent
the 1909-1914 average.
Index Numbers Showing Volume IV
of C. S. Farm Exports
11909-1911 - 10111
Juts sent. Aver
sINIINWEEW=111111111.51.1
1939 19111 zr
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.511 Farm Exports
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cotton, inc. linters
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Tobacco, unmanufactured 97
111
Fruits
36 r,4
52
Wheat and Flour
23
to
Cured Pork
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HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
Th;rd and Carr St.

AMBULANCE
PHONE 1
•

.PAY NEW

.

Lard

\'at 69, John \Valker, White
Horse and Other Sec itch Whiskies, Mexican Tequila, Russian
and French Kummel, Kentucky
Tavern, Grand Dad, old Forrester, Camolian Club. Seagram, Old Thylor, 1. NV. Harper and various other hrands.

Imported Bacardi or Manila
Rom, I;ordon's Fleischman's,
Lloyd's, Sloe, Orange and other
Cook's Domestic Champagne.

BRANDIES
John A. Barry Apple and
Ehrman's
Brandies,
Pcace
Brandies,
Apple
and
Peach
Hennessy :1-Star Cognac, Impowted Peach and Apriefo.
Brandies.

WINES FOR FRUIT CAKES
Sherry, Tokay, Muscatel,
Blackherry, Claret and Other
Wines.

•
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62
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MANY OTHER GOOD BRANDS
. WWWW
‘
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MAKE THIS AN ENJOYABLE CHRISTMAS -- VISIT THE

SMOKEHOUSE

At the i.nd of September the
of all farm exports had fallen
Fulton, Kg.
MO Lake Street Extension
to 22 as compared with 81 for Sets- V
tember last year. The index of
wheat and flour exports was at 24 WI
"HEADQUARTERS FOR CHRISTMAS LIQUORS"
Ni
as compared with 44 last year.
Though exports of cotton (mchiding linters' Were up during thec'ememmmitamingatamcmgangartatogimmmingiummirasempinmaseire
eanher Phase of the war, they asgMalgalgasPeatteetgataigalglesgseteaa'eNaValtteNce`eve't,
broke sharply in recent months 4:
,
and showed a drop of 86 per cent If
for the July-September quarter ofy
1940 as compared with the same
period last year. This is the largest drop reported for any commod- E
ity group, and brings cotton ex- ;
pctrts down to the lowest volumt
in the past 25 years.
Ituring the first part of the war.
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our easy budget plan
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THERE'S NO
FINER GIFT!

FURNITURE

Telc
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Andrews Jewelry Co.

.
5

Any Way You Look At It!
G
BI
Out of the great Ford plant has come the biggest car and
biggest buy in 38 years of building value! It is bigger in wheelbase, bigger in body size and over-all length than any Ford V-8
ever built! It offers a brand new Ford ride ... the biggest step
forward in riding comfort in all Ford history. It offers so mans
important improvements that we believe it easily qual:fies as
the most dramatically improved new car of 1941.
Before you decide on any new car, see this one. Drive it.
Let the family try it. Then let us show you how little you need
pay to trade your old car for a big new 1941 Ford.

85 Horsepower Special
•
Tudor Sedan
Get the Farts and

When You Give Furniture You Please the
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pers.

(11)55

Family
Furniture

gifts

. $789
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delight
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of all a gift of furniture endures
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Let Furniture Be Yours
For Xmas!
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Ind moderate
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Wallpaper

Exchange
Furniture Co.

kictOVEN

'IPRODUCT

,offittiowN
r4 . QUALITY

FRY'S

FRY'S

6rirrd wilkin the
Retch of All

CHRISTMAS

STORE •- WI D,

LINENS, LINGERIE
TOWELS, BED
SPREADS
CHRISTMAS GIFTS
THE LEADER STORE
"DON'T
SHOOT
ME!"'

A\ IDEAL TIME TO SELECT THOSE CHRISTMAS GIFTS . . . WIIY NOT
GIVE A PRACTICAL GIFT FOR CHRISTMAS

Starts December 12--Ends December 21
200 PAIRS
SUEDES .... BLACKS
BROWNS & COLORS

97c to $2.77

•

77

HAND BAGS - - - -89c--an ideal gift!
- - ALL HOUSE SLIPPERS REDUCED - COMFORT SHOES
-- - - $1.79- --- 81.89
TAP SHOES
$1.79

While they

C

Telephone wires constantly
carry important messages.
and certainly no think in
person would deliberately
block these calls by shooting
flown telephone wires. Yet,
le
almoz,1 every day, telepina
damage
repair
men must
caused by careless gunshots.
The inconvenience to telephone users is,of course.the
mist st•rious result of broken wires; but there is another important consideration. There is pressing need
constructive work, and
this
bine spent in repairing
that
tIme
is
trouble
type of
might be used to further the
tag job of preparednes., in
which ever out' is vitally
camel-med.
If vou have occasion to
use firearms., pleas., be sure
in
your shots are not
the direction of telepl, ate
lines. A moment's thought

a•-ess tyre

.0,)

• •

81.69 to S2.69

Can't go wrong on these
RED o.-f.rOSE
Shires it': Children.
Users say that good
SENTRY COAL properly
fired, saves as much
, over other
as 50'
fu•ls. Try a load of
SENTRY COAL today th•
modern fuel for Furnace,Stove or Stoker.

Regu'ar
$295

Children's
. One group
LOOK
You can afford to
shoes, odd sues
get several pairs at these i cures
New stock of 1.1j-fashioned
Shaken Hosiery., Sdeclal dur,ng Sale only

2 FORS ONLY

Limit-two pair to a customer
. . While they last
Our regular dollar hosiery .
during Sale enly

.19e --

69e --- 89e

RIBBER
1.'0()IWEAR
lee Calce-be-,
Duriin, Sub. on!,
ALL NEW ST(WK

4)

before you pull the teigge:
will pment distress to yoil.
neighbors and saw Him for
taus) telvplione men.
$3.00 Per Ton Delivered

SIOTHERR BELL THEMA!.
IRO TELEGRAPH comm
MC O•

S •'

Phone

I. B. Williams
I ruhlttirld. K.

$1.69

$2.39

values

s!WES

. The practical Christmas COI

FULTON. KENTL CK

EN!!

For young men and older men .. This 13
the chance of a lifetime .. Na use to buy
cheap shoes when you can ;et them at
prices like these.

Regular $6.00 alues
Dress ri.id sport
styles

$1.89
to $3.69

Good s?lection of
sizes and widths
Real

rgains

One at...12 of Men's
$750 va aes while
only
they last

WORK SHOES
EVERY TYPE
... FOR
OF, WORK
Sturdily built .

Longer
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'IMEt•TING
10, at the science PtIall hibits illuerated the nudes and lois. Nti.v. W 1,. Coleman and Nli,
rzirent-Teachers,December
The West Fulton
uz o t .tho to
E N EVi'S
n. by the Fulton High Band and the customs of the Southwestern In Mignon Wright. The busmiuss
Association held tts December
sion was cluised witlt pillyer by NIi
thiy, meeting Tuesday aft,,rn,„,n at , choral club. There will be no ad • , (halts
members
wire 1Iy a Scearee
Butt ty
mission charge and everyone is; About
'The Carr Institute. A sh,urt business
present.
•,
invited.
the ii rd
OW bitsl it..
I 1 1 It It VI' To 1 ilia lite couple.
was conducted by
session
FtOlt".• Pig
1111 l'111114e11. :1 large room Jpart
the iimotheis enjoyed th,
%Alum:nun, Mrs. Hunter Whiti.s.•11,
The meeting was then turned oSalardag, et m r 11
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, tit Itiek supper.
during which time the minutes of ,eer to the program Chairman, IN" Y. IV, Si C S in GENEll.11.
with sink. bath and garage. 509 College
the roverrt•er meeting were ill° J. C. Hancock, who ti,e.a titer the MEETING
at la o'clock
st. -Call 3,15 or see Paul Bush art
Th.• Woman's S,,,-aut il Chris
"Send `The Light." sung
by oallifeteleY. Mrs. Bernard Hints- • follow ins program ,
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Mrs.
News.
approved
and
Methodist
ton,
the entire group, after which N11. at the Fulton County
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SALESMEN WANTED
' - 'aid Angels Sing" were sung by 2 30 o'clock Monday at the church, Helen TN Icr haul charge of the pro
of
percentage
for having the best
;the entire group, led by Miss Jun, with Mrs. Warren Graham prest,t- grant, the subject for discussion MAN WANTED for Rawleigh Hatay
mothers present at the November , Dixon. Mrs. Guy Gingles gave the mg A good attendance was turest, flue of Peace The In Fulton County where Products
sneeting. The treasurer's report was devotional. Miss Ruth Fields in, tot
Only Hope of the World" She wa are well known. Hustler with tat
given by Mrs. Sam Campbell.
siven
was opened with assisted by Mrs John Allred. Mrs can expert good profits from start.
troduced a chorus of girls :mil, The meeting
Christmas prayer by Mrs T J Kramer Mrs. Rushton. Miss Scearce, Mrs. Cecile Write at 00ra• ItawleighN, Wept.
. Anyone who still has clothes to boys who sang several
piano by ,P R. Binford then spoke briefly Arnold and Mrs.
In condo KEE-142-2V, Freeport, Ill.
donate to the needy school child- carols. accompanied at the
of the late Mrs. R M. Redfearn, slim Mrs Cliftuun Hamlett led in N22.29: 1)6,13,20.23 p.1
ren was urged to get in touch with Miss Martha Ellen Miley.
,
appreciation for het prayer The Lottie Moon Chris. mi.,
Fulton County Board
Mrs. Clarence Reed, local writer,i expressing
Mrs. Nall as soon as possible since
FOR RENT -4-Room House. out '
life in the church and offering was then collected. after
many garments are still needed
was presented and she spoke on beautiful
ost.
l'itail
buildings,
,
well`
pasture.minutes
orchard
and
The
cbit:Ilig
community.
of Education
which Mrs. Arnold led the
NIrs. ('Iii'stir Binkley. Telephone
CE,CP.rtit;gittsZKEVietr,V1MelfetteetVCV.,C1WCW...04 hy the secretary, Mrs. Lism Brow - prayer.
der, and the treasurer's report was
The next meeting will be held 820.
ill given by Mrs Abe Jolley. A corn- next MiithlaY night at the h"me of Wont
.r...a 1 st
,
- la wwwwwitisigustAus wwwww assugusususigustcsoinintrevtie.--sugutwaucuc.:'
:nuttee on resolutions and a nomm- Mrs Hugh Rushton, West Stab•
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were
.. ating committee
Line, when a Chcedm, s party will 14
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efli Announcement was made of th,, 1“.• enjoyed.
.1
held
be
to
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Stitt
Trationg
1 ..... 1 cc rt. Is CIRCLE FOUR
• . IN
inn mg at 11 a 01 The eh:armpit
Cirelt• Four of the Ilititteh
of each group then gave her reii man's Missionary Union met
Mar report Six new members wu re
at the hong. of iks,'
it
• art'sMrs. L 0 C. F Jackson on Third M.-, ct r,
and ch tu
eportedn,‘irtey
;riitty,,
it
axon. Mrs brief business session was held by
Lovely Satin Panties, Bloomers, Slips and
Madge Gerling. Mt s Harold ThomMrs J. C. Stigut
We know you'll find in our brimming assort- I as. Mrs. Ben Davis and Miss Dour- the chairman.
work
the
of
review
a
Memtxurs gave
ments the gifts that will inspire the age-old
j uithy Newton.
duune by the circle during the yotar
regreeting you love to hear. Gifts to express the
her
gave
Mis Graham then
A social hour was enjoyed an
signation as president and thanked the hostess served sandwiches and
feeling of good will in your hearts, gifts to bring
, the society mu.mbers for their splint- coffee to the menihers and two visjoy to "nearest and dearest" ... to friends and
Lovely Satin Gowns
' did cooperation during the past itors.
neighbors.
two years
--300 PIECES TO
A •
The meeting was then turne I CLUB WITH MRS.
V
51°6
to Mrs Jean Moon. lead •u.. LENNIS WILLIAMS
‘ iv er
CHOOSE FROM
I V
Mrs Lennis W;Iliams was host- V
ned the progrum with a
ho opened
C'henille, Satin and Print Lobes
5
COLORSEI
A SLIPPER
Christmas carol. "There Is A Song ess to her weekly bunco club 11.c.us ;
In The Air" Mrs Binford gave the day afternoon at her home on Cum
ALL
A
devotional, followed by a meiley tral Avenue. Mrs. I. M. lout-s wits
A
id Christmas carols by Miss Betty the only guest among the three
SC:t
Plrka IiIvpds and SWeateES-uAt Jean Folds. violinist. accompanied tables of players
At the conclusion of the games ;
• at the piano by Mrs. Kenneth Sny•
CANDLEWICK and SUEDES
•ier. A beautiful Christmas legend Mrs. Herschel Jones held buoc ;
was then told by- Mrs. Mann in a score. Mrs. Edith Connell made
SIZES 12 TO 44
ery impressive manner. rtv.• title high score and Mrs. I. M. Jere:. V
V KRINKI.E
Nylon Hose, iwautiltdly fitted, Larkwuoi••
"
ZIP AND WRAPS 51
I the stary was "The Youngest was low. Each received an attract
It REPE
highest quality. Appropriate for giving
aye gift.
Thief." In- Margaret Sangster.
The hostess served a party picve
QUILTED
Rev. and Mrs Hartman then
A
Smart Costume Jewelry, Purses and
5195 si
g spoke a few words of appreciation late in the afternoon. Mrs. 111:.roin g
BR
TEA
EE AND
1"S
)
(
L
o the society for the reception Sharp will entertain the club next
other Accessorie::
given in their honor last week. week at hor home in Pearl Village
13 Rev Hartman then extended greetings to th.. society and asked for LOTTIE MOON CIRCLE
All Thread Weights, Including Nylon
the coop..ration of every reembt r HAS SUPPER
Gay New Hats, Dresses and Warm Winter
The Lottie Moon Circle of uhe
ALL COLORS-SPLENDID
during the coming year. Tim cies
;
Coats f,,r a Happy Holiday Season 5193
&
510°
mg prayer was led by Rev Hart First Baptist Church enjoyed
ON HAND
pot-luck supper Monday night iut g
man
the home of Mrs Walter Voelp,
Si 00 to z.,e3gs
FABRICS-PIGSKINS
t.n Vine street. Nineteen member r
CIRCLE
ARMSTRONG
ANNIE
CAPE LEATHERS
The Annie Armstrtng Circle of and one visitor. Mrs Charles Arm ;
11%1
the F'irst Baptist Church met Mon- were present. The supper was se: ti
ASCOTS-SQUARE WOOLS
• Mrs. John .ted buffet style.
-I
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:
Ed
Mrs
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y
routine. Mrs .1 B. Manley %% as
111
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For Sale7.

SCHOOL BARN

CLASSIFIED AM°

CRUTCHFIELD

Public
Auction

A

In Good
Taste
from

11

1,0
1v

Dotty's

,,,ra.,..:

r,

:afternoon

A,
el

FROM THE CHRISTMAS STORE

51 •

Pajamas-

39c to $2.98

.1;

II

COSTUME JEWELRY
A
N
14LTTIED
s
Qt
2
.
6
,
to
95
TIN R E
SAOBS
CHENILLE ROBES $29810 s695 gA

89c& $1.00

$1.98 to $4.98
59c to $1.98

g

31

5

HOUSE COATS
BED JACKETS
SILK HOSIERY

PURSES
GLOVES
SCARFS
SATIN PANTIES
SLIPS
V
SATIN BED JACKETS
• SWEATERS
sAT1N

'4_1

59c to $1.98

A
A

A

n

59(
59(

OUTSTANDING
s1°I)
V ALVES-ALI. SIZE5

CREPi

A

'1"
'
59c

r,

I-/ER PARTY

"
51

PERFUME!

LACE TRININ1ED
51116

AND TAILORED
.NS

I Guaranteed-Sale

r4

1ItO to S29s

Lit TToN sTYLE

NI I.,

olors-32-40
Et.2
"
51
0

ALI, WOOL-BLACK AND ('4)1,0K"
OUTSTANDING VALUES AT

SKIRTS
-I%‘1.1
V DRESSES
FUR (HUBBIES
SATIN DANCE SETS
WINTER (OATS
ioRmau

THE GIFT IDEAL:

S1093

,S39

ARRIVED

JUST 3 I.EFT:
BLACK WOLF AT

28

LACE TRIMMED
4212

HOUSE SHOES
ZL: SHOES

Per

3 tent
,
ratk

TIIAT 5511,1,
ENCH %NT Vol"
SATIN, FIR.

4-

Ti..' teen-age girl adores
prettiest girl at them all.

S1 99

IS the answer to

A

..1`171iK

6:

and a him toneh

her desire to be gay, dainty,

deli-

cafe irtit pettutytatitte. In the
rhyth m of gay little (Law,'
15_

Stoics.
Gire her "PUCK Plan.'" per-

GABARDINE, SUEDES
MARACAIN

fume on any of the many Mi5199

S299

Shop Early for Best Selections!
Gifts Wrapped Free!

ls,rftint schoof girl oceasionit
ft is ill untie her feel enchant
tog and make others agre.

APGIFTS PLEASE! 11

L

SHOP
ill

HILTON

-fti.,),I47.aalq)/2013424,1414DillakiDalatiatailidillAA

u.11 E SOMETHING
FOR THE HOME

1.111. HIM SOMETHING
ro WEAR

RAYON

500 NEW

BEDSPREADS

NECK TIES

9c

LARGE 1)0LE11 E RID SIZE
Pastel colors ot blue. nuse. guild, (reciu
and orchid The% make fine Christinaeifts Shop here and save'

23c

1.110K 1.IKE
TiEs
Stripes and cheeks, solid colors, a patter ,
to suit
e's taste. Just in time t
bull out that Christmas list

with her!
From $1.00 for petit liseent

gnOTTV

yen

ustful.

This furm iterirotio.
of many flower

579.;

S1 (00
&
L

•GUARANTEED-to start Saturday morning.
•Gl'ARANTEED-to end Saturday night
•GCARANTEED-to be outstanding value.
•GUARANTEED-10 not be duplicat( d again This

!strifes and longs to he the

iof,

T A11.0RED AND

REDUCED

1
albraith's I.

to $9.00 fog deltict. dawn.

BENNETT DRUG
STORE

We reserve the right to limit quantities

Grant J Co.

VI TON
RENTI CIL

ter
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Harting gallery and a magician,.school play, "Crashing Society," to all you can give
me. Very truly light, gull, nuts, fruit, candy rend Dear Santa Claus:
lornialwel plenty lir entertainment. be preaented Dee. 20.
yours,
fireworks. Please don't forget all
We are twin girls 4 years old and
Maar Juanita Kroll. re'prese'ntative I The students as well al the Mc
the other boys and girls. Your we have' tried to be good We want
Bobbie
Jew
Sellare.
friend,
of the. tenth grade, was crowned Idly are proud of the ninety -01W
you to bring us a little stove, dolt
Dear Santa:
116, Willem High :ahead mai Carnival
Charles Huy Brown set of dishes, tricycle arid Lite of
Queen. The, candidate;
b00118 added to the library
I want a machine. gun, a little
good things to eat. Love,
P. T A sponsored its annual Car - from the other grades were,: twelf- this
month, This purchase was electric victrola with /11/1110 it cords, Deter Sarlia Claus:
Mary Lou & Martha Sue Carlisle/
tryst Friday night, Dec. 6. In spite th, Mignon Dyer; eleventh,
Chris- made lee ease
by u donation of cc tool chest. a Lone: Ranger target I I have been a very good pirl.
of !had weather, a good crowd at- in.' Benson; it
Dorothy Brown; ' $30.00 from the P '1'. A. and • sim- game, a blackboard with eraser and !Please bring
a
doll
that
operas
crayon, a big Tinker Toy set, firetended
Dingo. Cake-walks, and a eighth. Mary Lee King: and seven - 1 ilar
amount from the County Board works, fruit, nuts and candy. Your land shuts her eyes, some nuts, can- Dear Santa:
I am a little girl, 2 years old.
,dy and fruit. Please don't forget
Thangr-Turvy House, as we'll as a th. Mary Ruth White.
of
little. boy,
Education.
_
'my little brothers and sisters at Please bring me a tricycle, :Ulla
Taylor
Jew
Wilson
The
uttendience
broom,
since cotton pickdoll and set of doll silver.
l home. Yeo
friend,
I n Tuesday night, Dec. 10, Wes"
ing is improving, but there are. still
Grace Doughty. I ware, fruits, nuts and candies. Your
e•rn basketball team ;plays
Pilot
Deter Santa:
friend,
oak at Pilot Oak. Friday night the many absent from school.
I want re Bible.. Science. and HealJune Carlisle,
th and a Hymnal. tool 4.1 ,st. a B- Dear Santa Claus:
Western boys play Cayce on the!
1 have been a good boy. Please
B
gun. n table tennis •Iv t, 3 billfold,
Roy .1 Gift For
We.stern floor. Up to the present
Intel kit for my
a motor bring me three sky rockets, a good Deter Santa:
time, the Western quintet has play
driven Tinker Toy set, a football, watch, three lathe. tools. a pair of
Please bring me a B. B gun,
fircworic,,
ed only two games, winning both,
fruit, nuts and candy. house. slippers, a flash light, an truck and any other kind of toys,
,
electric
victrola
and
records.
and
some
fruit, candy, nuts and fire
Your
little
boy,
The. first victory %VON over Palmer,The following ii erect'''. for poi k
Roy Milton l'ay!. lots of fruit, nuts and candy. Your works. My brother, Dick, wants a
Tenn., team, by a score of
fr4end,
--'tricycle. Your little friend,
25-20. The other war over Arling- sausage by the Kentucky College Dear Santa Claus:
Wendell Norman
Bob Conn,
of Agriculture formula. Everyore.
I have been a very ra.eal laa
I
ton, 23-20
should try it.
I want you to bring nn.
Cl o'er leaders for the high selkool
The. /11131i should be 3-4 lean and and belt. Hiirig :..yThl..r a
team are Helen Abernathy, Rosa- i i fat The. amount of SeilS1,11ing tee wagon, and my two little sisters
lind Yates, and Juanita King. 'I he. use for a mild sausage is I'-,ounce. doll, dishes and stove.. Your fritaiti
Buddy Nerry
Pee-Wee cheer leaders are Mary salt, '2 ounce black pepper and
GREYHOUND
Lee King, Betty Benson, arid Louise 'C ounce. or less of dried finely
Santa.
Morrow. Both groups urge the. stu- ground sage, to six pounds of meat. Dear
0.4 54. 1D414 •
I shall be happy if you bring
features
d•nts to give the teams support Some prefer that the produce la. me a doll that opens and shuts her
Memphis
$2.25 13.40
'slough their enthusiasm.
seasoned by a mixture containing eyes, and a bicycle Please bring
New
Bi inOgrhla
ea
nins 5440
70 $12.30
Mr. Barnett is coaching a high red pepper. If used at all, red pep- nry. cat, 'Blue," a toy house. Your
friend,
pe r should lye used sparingly. High Manon
Scott.
I
Tampa
$11.35 $2
$0
8..4
55
5
ly seasoned sausage is not an easily
191111111011111111111111111111111111111111111111111iliiiinifilliii ;j digested
Miami
Dear Santa:
food.
for Ikcember
Los Angeles 6
55
5 $
85
22
4.,40
5
113..2
$3
I have been very good and I
If no scales are available., the'
;•ki
HOTEL
Cecile Arnold
want you to bring me. a gun, watch
Evansville
$63.9.500 $5.25
seasoning may be made by a table- and a baseball. lots of candy, nuts
Bob White Motor Cu.
Louisville
$6.45
$4.05
spoon. To each six pounds, the fruit and fireworks My little sister
Phone 60
Chicago
12.15
, proper amount of seasoning of wants a little stove, a locket aidi
Detroit
$8.60 $15.50
meat is 3 tablespoons of salt, 2 a doll, Your friend,
All 'he charm and gaiety of the
New York
Henry Hick,
$13.75 524.75
LS THE REST
1
pepper,
and
black
tablespoons
of
i
•omo nbc South, plut the finest of
•
'tablespoon of sage.. These measure- Dear Santa Claus:
modern occoaisiodahone, rao
TNINGS OF LIFE
I have tried to be a good boy. I
to bee enooyed ot thee Claridg.
ments should be level, not heaping
want you to bring me a sled, flash
Spo‘mus rooms str•ornlined
full.
L1b
1.1,
rj\.
tervIc•• mai Cantle cook;ng -a I
-The seasoning ingredients should
natural this hotel ;w pref•rreril
i be well-mixed and then spread
20th Century Room oilers earateb
<
72.Z171;
"
Nr-11.3
IllnIVIcsaan•nl In Ill, heart of
over the. meat before. grinding. If .
downtown Mitmphot.
:you prefer grinding only once, then #
thoroughly work the sausage to 41p;
Now modern rooms koala
•
distribute the seasoning uniformly
throughout the product, some. pre- ._•
ler regrinding to help make a tiniform nrixture of the seasoning
Then the sausage is ready to use
4.
Call at the County Agent's Of- ex
lice and get Circular No. 261 on a
Killing. Cutting. and Curing Pork.

WESTERN HIGH SCHOOL

1

COUNTY AGENT

'Her'

TODAY'S
TRAVEL
BARGAINS

THE LEADER STORE

awmAtu

CLARIDGE Pi

I

AINNIAMMINAN3M130.1431401403MIONINIAlritattitlittliNNO

•

es7

*12

F.

•HEAD OMR/nit RS

*".
'edt

e.

Let Us Help
You Solve Your
Gift Problem

7s.
51)

We are showing the leading
and popular merchandise that
is both practical and appealing
as Gifts. These products make
it easy to really give something
nice that will be appreciated.

511
210

1111'1111111

•LETTERS TO SANTA

42.4t4111111L
ri P II I

S
TIPINFSSEI

Dear Santa:
I have been very good this year
and I would like for you to bring
lee a bike, a blank pistol and a ggi
t'aotball. Thvre are lots of th,-.gs
that I want but I'm sure there tie tot
sa many boys and girls that this is at
var

et

•

k

Gifts for "HER"

Gifts for "HIM"

MANICURE SETS
VANITY SETS
YARDLEY'S. HOUBIGANTS
COTT'S and DuBARRY'S
COMPACTS
NEWEST PERFUMES
KODAKS. SUPPLIES
ATOMIZERS
NOVELTY DISHES
YANKY CLOVER
TOILETRIES
ARGUS AGENTS
COMB. BRUSH AND
MIRROR SETS
EVENING IN PARIS
GIFT SETS
PARKER OR WAHL
FOUNTAIN PEN AND
PENCIL SETS
WHITMAN & HOLLINGSWORTH CANDIES
STATIONERY
WAFFLE IRONS
BRIDGE CARDS
WATCHES AND CLOCKS
HEATING PADS

THERMOS BOTTLES, JUGS
MILITARY SETS
PIPES, TOBACCO
CIGARS, CIGARETTES
FLASHLIGHTS
COCKTAIL SETS
BILLFOLDS
MENNEN'S OR FITCH'S
GIFT SETS
COTY SETS

-or

SAFETY RAZORS
ELECTRIC RAZORS
CIGARETTE LIGHTERS
SPARKLET SYPHONS

4.

•

VARDLEVS SHAVING SET
PARKER OR WAHI.
FOUNTAIN PEN AND
PENCIL SETS
ASH TRAYS
BRIEF CASES

A

We Wrap Christmas

They Love

WEIDER!

Packages for Mailing or Giving

2.1

COMPLETE LINE OF

Ice-cold Coca-Cola is such a welcome drink. Prepared with a finished
art, it has the taste that always charms.

TAGS, SEALS, RIBBONS
XMAS TREE HOLDER

Pure, wholesome, delicious,— it brings
a refreshed feeling after you drink it.

AND LIGHTS

Coca-Cola always makes any pause,
the pause that refreshes.

DeMyer Drug Co.

BOTTLED MOIR AUTHORITY OP THE (0014:011A CO, Bs

Fulton Coca-Cola Bottling Company

2r,

oil

Lake St.

F'ullon. Ky.
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Sensational!?
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; .they're

STO

- ----Mr. and Mrs. Earl Mitchell and
son, Donald Earl of Paducah. were
here for a week'end visit with
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ed Fin'Ids
Prof. Bill Matthews met the sing
mg class at Salem ehurch the past
Sunday afternoon for practice. A
1141(1.
w
aas
very good attendnce
Mr. Cantrell Witt was reporto,1
to be in a critical condition the
isist week, with no hope for a TVcovery.
Mrs. George Nelson suffered
front a stomach disorder and was
under the care of a physician tha

MM.

home here Saturday m eet- m ew Fun.
mate friends.
at the
At present, father is 73 and eral service's were held
mother 72 years of two. Sis child- Bar Oil Church Sunday aftormagt
ren were horn to this union, three anti interment followed at the Watsons and three daughters, five of er Valley cemetery.
whom are still living. A son, Wit'
liam Joda, died at the age of 16
Judge John MeComy of New
months, victim of membrane croup York City recently granted Alen
and diphtheria.
klirman 99 years and a montli in
a ' which to pay up a $2,578 alutiondf
Childrim are, namely: M to. Br
tile'1.. Doran, Paintersvilk, Eddie 'deficit to his first wife.
'y
Lassiter, Sedadia; Mrs. Carey
The unfortunate do not pity the
Dukedom; Mrs. Roy Hata- unfortunate --It. W. Shaw
mutt, Hollow Rock, Tenn.; Buton
Joaquin Isaacs of El Paso, Tex
Lassiter. who resides at home.
was willed $1,6110 in a bequest
Hot h are members of Salem Baz- from his wife, but neither he nor
list Church where membersWp has his lawyers can locate the bank
been held several year
in which it is deposited.

DITII'S drab room overlooked a snow-covered roof.
Not the clean, cheery snow like
they had back home on the farm
but a murky gray covering on
which rested the soot of a thouland city chimneys.
"So this is Christmas," she
moaned, leaving her chair to pac• past week.
ptinishnient be slow_
Though
the floor. "Oh! What Ed gne to
Normal Faye. small daugtiter oi
be back home tomorrow!"
still it comes. Geo Herbert
is
Copeland
Mason
Mrs.
NIT'. and
But then, Edith had two Christable to be out
mas presents to which she could unproved and
!WM VIII
look forward. Today, Christmas saii
SUBSCRIBE FOR—
Mr. and Mrs. F. P. Wrather or
Mr. and Mrs. Roy 11""mititt
eve, the mailman MUST bring her
Commeglal-Appeol
annual package from home. And daughters of Hollow Rock, Tenn
visitors of Dr. ciii
Louisville Courier-Journal
tomorrow there would be Christmas
tin' h"iiie of l'iii - Mrs 0 M. Johnson here last Mon
Manville Times
iii
.
Sunda)
1"'ill
was
dinner with Ken--dear Ken who
St Louis Post-Olvateb
Mi.and Mrs. Is Id Lassiter cloy.
working so hard these days that he ents.
Globe Denswirat
SLILouls
Hiram Fagan underwent an apcould hardly take
Mr. and Mrs. Bert McAlister of
Chicago Ilerald-Examiues
,r.,
ii i, %. oiling m i.s. Dt,t,,.i,.
in Dm rim
f time off to think pen,'i x operation at hospital
m
Ameriewa
Chicago
about Christmas. Fulton the" past week. Reports are Abbott I .ast Sunday Mrs. .al .1 r '
Chicago Tribune
Edith heard the
II
and
McAlister
Mr and Mrs.
Just Phone 753
l a'''iable.
hell ring cloy.'n- '
Mr. out l'Ars J1111 SIll i .1 It moved m,...,oistei. wolt to outwood to
ne
stairs „nd
\Olen'
Dukedom
to
ek
iv,
he
past
i
i
has
her
JACK EDWARDS
skipped to
Mr Hazel McAlister, who
,
door, opening it they are to reside in th.'11' 111.1•1111 ' iiiikrii for sitiiii time,
softly and waiting ingstars. 11,411 bac,. poor health
Mr tend Mrs Ben P. Bennett and
tensely Nyhile the
NaWanda, daughter of Mrs John Rev. and Mrs.
B. Council we .i•
old landlady, an- Cherry,
of
tn
anti Mrs. Gene
Mr.
guests
dinner
13
11""
1
"
"I""
"
swered.
eck
ON) aged the Howl
T“,plot, Sunday.
Yes, it was the tio•
,fet 11•••
elt Value fr..
Me Pieced In Ow
m
imams
Laura Catherine Bard and Polly
mailman! And then cerne the shrill
bate wiser on Ow be.. At Ulf nm1,11,15 .4
—r•
*worn Lif,..14 u1111•11-alw Ti? lete e.
ant
mon
eck and a Cloyes accompanied Mrs. Chaties snort
cry: "Miss Harris! Mail for you!" few worse the ra.t
the taetectof
sae,
bet
Islet's
Na
eel aa• Pea
i..t
tb•
„
lactiertle•
downsrla
far
leaped
louarn
ertue wedeln.
Edith practically
lunse is
^ "i Haskell to Murray Saturday. Mar ClItst tots• oursn't prove II•1/ •14 twilwr. mara
•
°
here would be her pack- P"N'
eirsirof
01.311J1 110001 11•41,
billet* et and 1.011.• 1,
them
at
with
returned
Haskell
ta`t
tha
age from thome. Then her heart "1"""igh tie f"'Is
beat.idei
for the remainder of the week-esid
•
sank, for the landlady handed her reports from
her home here.
only two letters, a greeting card
Golden Wedding Annircr.ary
from her friend Margie and (of all
The Epworth League met Spendi.
1941. at the Lassite•r
On Jan.
• •
things at Christmas!) a bill from home situated on Dukedom and night at the Methodist Church. ',1st
the department store.
fol
as
are
officers
the (leelden newly-elected
Edith climbed sorrowfully back to Dalinersville highway.
Billie McCenets
Chronic bronchitis may develop it
her room and wept. Something was Wedding Anniversary will he cede - lows: President.
Catherm, your cough, chest cold, or acute farmLaura
wrong, for Mother and Dad never bated. Relatives, neighbors and vice-president.
Is not treated and you cannot afchitis
,
Treasures.
forgot her at Christmas. She cried friends are invited to call through- Bard; Secretary and
ford to take a chance with any medicine
spasmodically the rest of the day, out the day. Dinner will be spread I1,4yee Mobley. Polly Cloyes had less potent than Crecantilsion %Inch
right to the seat of the trouble to
while downstairs she heard the
charge of the program which con- g04%
at noon.
Delp loosen and expel germ Lotto
other roomers shouting Christmas
B
L.
Mrs.
by
given
talks
of
1867,
5,
sisted
April
and aid nature to soothe anti
born
phlegm
Lassiter,
B.
I,.
,
greetings as they arrived and deraw, tender, inflamed bronchial
near Murray. Calloway County, Council. Sara Hatcha Duncan and heal
parted.
mucous membranes.
But finally Edith consoled herself, f<0 SIIT1 of Perry and Alice Lassi- Laura Catherine Bard.
Creomulsion blends beechwood arowith other tune
for she could still look forward to ter.
' The Woman's Society 44 Chris- sote by special process
medicines for coughs. It cont.tuts
testcd
Christmas dinner with Ken tomorMary Elizabeth (Vincent) Lassi- tian Service met at the Methodist no narcotics.
row!
No matter how many medicines you
18, 1869, Weakley Church Monday afternoon. t Irs.
lie was due at two o'clock that ter. born April
have tried, tell your druggist to well you
charge of a well- a
hot Ile of Creomulsion with the underday, and after church Edith hurried County. Tenn.. daughter of Joe and Lere Tarpley had
standing you must like the way it quickwere married planned vrogram.
Vincent
home to get ready. At 1:30 she Drucilla
lv allays the coughs, permitting rest and
was seated restlessly awaiting the 'January 1. 1S91. the Esq. 'hairy
Mrs. Walter McCarver sticeuntint sleep, or you are to have your mor(eY
:•,1
doorbell.
at
illness
(neg.(Adv.)
Fagan officiating in prtsence of in- after a prolonged
She was still waiting at 2:30, for
Ker. did not arrive. And Edith was
getting hungry.
Three o'clock passed, and Edith
frowned.
"What could have happened to
him?" she asked herself.
At four o'clock she cried. It was
too much! First her family had for- wg
gotten, and now Ken had chosen
Christmas day to tell her in this
painful fashion that he didn't care!
At 6 p. In. misery began mingling
with the pangs of hunger. Edith put
"raerfr.raWirrieriespfte
on her coat and started to the corner
restaurant. But she never got past
the door. There she ran into a
breathless Ken.
"Edith, dear!" he cried. "Sorry
to be so late, but I knew you'd understand when you got my note."
'But—" Edith was confused, "I
didn't receive any note, Ken."
"What? But I sent a special delivery message when the boss asked
me to finish that
laboratory experiment this after- noon. What happened to it?"
The blundering
old landlady answered him.
"Please come
in or go out, and
Close the door,"
she barked from
the hall. Then—
"Incidentally, Miss Barris, I forgot to give you these things. They
forrar most ,oyfui Cloolcnos
Mott tha,
arrived this alien oon."
a loitioci ph of the f•neo us rodeo . suit, h-0
spemissing
Edith
the
She handed
powerful Zrwl% watt Nodprpon torte ^
cial delivery letter—and a huge
Compare a regard to Collor for dolla
Oe
1S5e3 • bight tube. .ntluchng heat, c
package from home! Edith tore into
teehCe, tube RIKeIVIP, Areettcon and fore.gn
the Christmas box and found a note
a
blizbroadcasts.
from Mother. They'd had
zard; couldn't get to town; she
hoped Edith would get the package
Christmas day.
A few minutes later a happy Edith
A
M
,
LtleADIORGA
ROTOR
sat across the table from her Ken
'Tone 0
PIAT/C TUNING in the little restaurant arcund the
a
'
•WAVIMAGNIT
w,nolo es
,twofer,
'
..ehninsotes
in.
.And
corner..
seed Vamp.oerica
treble, be', and
P..
b,515 for ere; afp
lent'
ter,,,t1.0I,
now, dear," he began very
.
1^1 for
tont
best re.
reception.
"
carefully. "How about your Christception.
mas present for me?"
"But I gave you the fountain pen,
Ken," she protested.
60501 • MIA, /I SIT ff Ito,
AVFNIA(iNFT
Hcalr Inset Ino,•hlf
"Yes, silly one, and I appreciated
S rats No 2.1(.1.2% I and No.
it. But if you want to make nte
t..
,
rott41
14 is (ruar•
still happier, listen to this. The boss
anreed to PI,, bruit hhcr Portables
it lour Slone, Pack Plass
came in tonight and said I'd done
Fail .
'.
0
from 1,1mi, Of plugs,Into I Ith‘olt
such a fine job on that research
AC or IX
project that he was raising my salary. Know what that means?"
"Not lb: faintest idea," Edith lied.
Fur, offer all, you can't take the
words out of a man's mouth when
11‘•'stI, ti to Trevose!
,it, ,,-,i t`1 5CC1,11LI:1 Now Spaper(*.Ion )
60510 • t 111,1..11, :•.1‘.1i1o:11 101114 • 4,111'
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16K Console
41 %aloe that
Here** a real 1,
gm,iou more radio tor )oof
Molt,* dlecirie Toning. b
11‘ ior Preferred l‘pe
BC
*nit foreign
Tubes.
stations. clear % mon 2-band
Edge-lighted PIA. A stage. of
radio frequeni r amplification
fur extreme signal range. 1.:•
Speaker.
inch Fie,
%Mull be •111.1.zell at this set's
performance, delighted soth
its large. beau.
tiful cabinet!

Be Quick To Treat

Bronchitis

For fine. rathoperformanee —
RCA ; ulor Naito Tubes
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9 TUBES!
19K Console
At•touch of your fingertips_
your h0,.r of t,•1.111,kro:.1.11, k
femur,: I ook at l'.•
,:t n.'"'I•
cold'
spite, r•'toti,,,t.

olf!offt
indude Push-pull
tern for greater volume. finer
tone ...large, 3-band Edge.
Lighted Dial...12-ineh Eleetro.
Dynamic Speaker. .2 built-in
Antennas—donie.tie and foreign...American andimproved
foreign recapboa.
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. NEAR
YOUR FAVORITE BANDS `MI
AND FAVORITE TUNES
- TONIGHT AND ANY TIME WITH

New Victor Records are now
Bluebird Rtcords Intuit by R('.1)

5lIc each
:15c each

Bennett Electric
152 I,akc St.

lot
let
a

V

with the Brand New 1941

Popular, New
Recordings!
What would make a
nicer or more appro•
priate gift than "His"
or "Her" favorite tune
or melody? Why not
come in and !et us help
you select several records for Christmas.
We invite you to visit
our record shop often.
If we haven't the record you desire, ask us
to order it. We take a
delight in bringing you
your favorite Victor
and Bluebird Records.
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t'ullon. hi,.
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Badger Feast
Oro of the strangest surviving
Christmas customs is the badger
fe.st I old at Ilchester, Somerset. It
was started by roachers in Norman
times, sav it the Montreal Ilerald,
and has continued uithout a break.
The lads of the village catch •
badger, kill and dress it some time
before the feast. On Christmas eve
t is strung on a spit over a huge
tut the inn and cooked slowly.
When it is ready the party attack
it y rh fingers and yen-knives; no
es cher than this is allowed.
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MAKE CHRISTMAS
BRIGHT AND MERRY

TIMELY TOPICS

With—
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Westinghouse
Lights

DRESSES, HOSIERY

NEGLIGEES, PURSES
ACCESSORIES

DR. A. C. WADE

THE LEADER STORE

George Henry!

A PENNY
SAVED

HERSCHEL BARD
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STRATTON-WARREN HARDWARE W. - ,
i

Associate Store

Complete Shoe Serliee
and save many pennies.
Besides new soles of
long wearing -Steerhead"
leather the shoes receive
a going•ii‘er that makes
them praelieulls nem.'
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TREE PLANTINGS TO BE
ENCOURAGED IN 1941
CONSERVATION PROGRAM
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Wilson's Electric
Shoe Shop

worn and gullied land, Mr. If. M.ka,•
Pt-wilt. Chairman of the Fulton
County Agricultural Conservation
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Well Folks, It's Old Man Pickle Still
Whittling On Those Prices!

GIFT!

, \
\ •

•/

Irish Potatoes, U. S. No. 1, cobblers, 10 lbs. 17.
3c
Sweet Potatoes, red or yellow. Ib
:k
Turnips, Purple Tap, home grown, 2 lbs.
7c
Cabbage, fresh green, 3 lbs.
15c
Celery, Lettuce, fresh nice, 2 for __
5c
Carrots, fresh California, bunch, each
lik.
Onions, white or yellow, 3 lbs.
171 2c
Oranges, Florida Morjuke. dozen __
1t;c
2fc
Grapefruit, Florida Morjuice. 3 for
Apples, Stark's Delicious, dozen __
A
Bananas, golden ripe, a Pickle bargain, doz. 15c
121 ic
Crackers, Glenco, 2-lb box, each _
22c
Soap, Octagon or P & G laundry, 6 bars
25c
Super Suds, red or blue, box, 3 for __
Matches, American Ace. Salt for table use, 3-10c
17c
__
Tomato Ketchup. 2 bottles for
25c
Vanilla Wafers, krisp, fresh, 2 lbs. __
_ _ 22c
Peanut Ratify, full quart, each
15c
Coffee, Break 0' Morn, lb, each
5c
Jello, Royal, any flavor, or Pudding, each
Ginger Ale or Soda IVater,fullgt.(with deposit)
25c
3 for __
Breakfast Bacon, Laclede or Indep., 2 lbs. 13c
Sausage, pure pork, made country way. 2 lbs. 27c
15c
Cottage Cheese, Mayrose, lb
19c
_
Pork Chops, small lean, lb
Pork Roast, shoulder cuts, lb --161 2c
29c
T-Bone Steak, fancy corn-fed, lb
33c
Oysters, extra selects, pint, each
Don't forget we have a full line of Xmas Fruit,
Nuts. and Meats of all kinds.
For Better Prices, Quality Groceries There
Will Hare To Be Another Pickle Grocery.

46
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For A Happier Christmas
Give Electrical Gifts!

4
.M

It's a real Gift when you give something that
increases happiness the year 'round as well as
at Christmas... and that's what these electrical
gifts do. They'll lighten and brighten work for
Tears to come. Buy them now for yourself or as
gifts.
(1) Soled Now :. evoke
"":" small down paylososet.
No more payments
until next year.

0:livery Chrism's'',
Eva .

anywher•

within 25 miles.
Libc,a1 Trade - in
Ailowences
rs") Models for •v•ry
purse and p•rsae
-49.:5 up.

Arai
7Ae /cleat1:240t4

e

A perfect Chri‘tincs
New °verse.. W.c‘c
American and OvlIsUas in rat
Ntore Tubes for the ?done..
Better Speaker Flow.,
,.i Many othci.

Free Delirery, Any Where, Any Time-- Piro, 226
First and Last Stop—E, State Line, Fulton,

r

4604
.
4•14
.

\

Pickle's Grocery

XMAS-

••••••
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156

, • • ur srsx.,.!

hinliIi
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hig,nsr.
Ninon
Philce
(.ti,r is onl

,fl. Wostdt Laartt Radio Moms
loutlow larings you mar y ortom Sig•Valli
t..• as..,

BECAUSE—
They are practical.
They are beautiful.
They are smart.
They are economical.
They are convenient.
They are satisfying.
They are full of happiness.
Anyone will appreciate an electrical gift.
Plan now to make this Christmas an electrical
one.
We invite you to visit us in our new location
on Lake Street, next to the Strand Theatre.

PHILCO
Indoor-

Ovtdoor
PORTABLE

Bennett Electric
452 Lake Street
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fore by Mrs. W. I.. Frank iii Berk•
visited Mrs Nal:n• DoWell Sunday ers. All reported a good time.
, I !t" "
t mt.1%""I "'II'. tinY und I
I am 4 yeiiis old and 1 11.1111 li tic..
,.,...,. ..,.....
found linbeiblest
afternoon.
Mr and Mrs. Toni Frazier and ' hiliVi` beets a 'Mat 110 PleaSe bt•Illif 1 1,11„, ,
,
Z1
,
,,iiimi. a mildly,.
suit, hush
of a shoe worn
The dinner guests of Me, and son, L. D, and Mrs. Owen Faulk- me a reit *cooler, 2 pearl handled ,
truck and ball,
, cut-out las.10.
Mr. and Mrs. It. L. Lynch, Mr.
Its, ber 14 )t•iir old meet,
Mrs. Malcolm Henderson last Sun.! ner and son were guests of Mr. and 011111, a bill
"'tilt trtitil'. some NinrY i etdor tool's and sonic colors I Ilas..
tind Mrs. Sum Speed and Billie
nf caw ,
day were Mr. and Mrs. Roy Str•ed Mrs. Carlton Atkinson Tuesday
books unit games. and It
been ii jilltid boy. Please remember
u,..„,
Netsler visited Mr. and Mrs. Then
Mr. and Mrs Carl Johnson anti tly mid mits. Bring my little 6 , my litos, ms.er
and family.
111•111)118.—
pleasures are
Brockweli and family last Sunday.
t
and tny brother.
,••,
o
1 children were wri'lc V11,1
Mr. and Mr
Mrs. C. S Morris. frm,,•, ..,.. eta sister a doll MIA rat il
Voltaire.
Mrs.
on
called
Meister
Mrs. Ruby
the
Barris
merly of Harris, but mitt nr
I...ve,
Tin,, smallest speek hit hr.
IL L. Lynch Monday morning.
Mrs. W. P
%hilted Mt
trolt, announce the birth II( a
t;..)
daughter tin Dee. 2.
Ruby Render Sunday morning
Miss Maly 1.Cal WOrkPlatt Was ille
Richard Crutchfield
Mrs. Joe Faulkner visited Mrs.
Suest of Bettie Jean Faulkiwr
McCollom last Monday.
parents, Mr and Mrs
I,eta
Mr. and Mrs. Jean Faulkner via- field, last weekend.
Mrs. Maud Decline,' imd
'I In Rives Sunday
Mrs. Mary Brockwc11 visited Mrs. Chandler and daughter,
I reignite
Red mts
.Sarah Jones
Ittiby NeiNlee
WO AR F. $1.,INtillI
Mr and Mrs Jim Faulkner, Sr , day evening
11 Lott, Cost
Mrs. Ctuby Wittier
idled Mr. and Mrs. Rain Floe ers
.,,,stebew, (looks A Thus neves -f Ilicknian last Sunday.
Arnie Lynch last T
All Kinds Accurately SteThe Sunday dinner guests of noon.
Cost by—
ell
I
Mrs Nute Melvin and Mrs. Tot.
Mrs. Nute Melvin were Mr. and
'RF;VS
mis. Bud Melvin and sun, and Mrs. Melvin vntited Mrs Ethel Simon
J1s0.161 RV COMPANY
Mr. and Mrs. Victor Henderson lE last Thursday.
iisfaunINIP•wanimpar
isited relatives near Lynnville I mr. and Mrs. ix
Sunday
!tended a birthday .L
J W. Lewis was the guest last 'near Terrell. given in hon... •
week of his uncle allti aunt, Mr. rkswell's mother tin her 78th I
Buy A Gift For
and Mrs Leslie Lewis.
I day. About thirty were present
MI,F
Virginia Fulcher visited the honoree received many n1'.
's Eula 11 MeCollom last Sunday. gifts
Misses Eula B McColloni, ‘'ir•
Mrs Emnta Allen was the gue:,•
Mooney Maynard and children.
of Mr and Mrs Richt •d Allen and
and daughter in linion City Sunday.
Henderson
Victor
Mrs.
Campbell
Earl.ne
:end
daughters, Pauline and Mine, were
Mrs
We have sold our Chevrolet business at Martin, Tenn.
guests of Mrs Mattie Jonakin on 'daughter. Patricia, visited Mrs. F.
Monday.
'P. Dowell last sveek.
--all but the Used Cars. We have left on hand, forty
Mr. and Mrs Alf Killebrew spent
Mr and Mrs Bruce Cooper rid
es
Mrs.
Sunday with Mr and Mrs. Clifton daughter, and Mr. and
—at—
good Used Cars whieh we must dispose of at once. They
Stevens.
Williams and daughters attend,d
funeral of Clarenee Robert
Ithe
Miss Lola Giffin entertaine I her
father httld at Rives Sunday.
will be in charge of Paul Clark at Marlin. If you wish
'Sunday school class last Tuesday
Mrs Theo Brockwell and aro,
night by taking them on a possum
Bobbie Jean. visited her daughtto buy a good Used Car, see M r. Clark at the I. W. Little
hunt. Four possums were caught
Mrs. Sans Speed, Saturday.
I after which the guests gathered aT Edwards ar
Mr. and Mrs.
Motor Company, Martin, or at the Pepsi-Cola Plant
Miss Sarah Jones s.isittid Mrs. F
Fl,' Chandler Tuesday mturning.
Mr and Mrs. H. T. Edwards vi
I here.
-EAT AT—
ited Mr and Mrs Dock Poole at, •
Mrs Winnie D. Davis of Los At.
geles. Calif. last with
This lot of Used Cars includes several 1939, '38, '37,
Mrs. Myrtle Matthews of
,on is visiting her mottle:.
!Statue Jonah in. for a fev: d
'36, '35 and '34 model Chevrolets, several Oldsmobiles.
Mrs Ola Mai Snyder and
Modernistic and Comfortable
daughter visited Mr. and Mrs S,••
Fords, trucks and one good 1939 Buick.
Good Food Served Right
Speed last week.
, Mrs. Dick Dunn spent Mnne:e
with Mrs Mary Brockwell
OPEN DAY & NIGHT
Mrs. John Faulkner and '
daughters spent Saturday with .
Jim Faulkner.
Mrs. Donia Faulkner Was •
guest of Miss Ruth Frankue,
Thursday.
Billie Neisler and Gan Faulkn..i
..pent Saturday with J D. and M.Cold weather is not far off and now is the time
1.in Earl Faulkner.
to get ready. Have your bins filled with our
Mrs. Malcolm Henderson was tit'
good, heat giving coal and be ready for the cold
dinner guest Friday of Mrs. Les
days which arc coming. Prices may advance
he Lewis.
soon. Call 51 and get it with real service.
Mrs. Nutt' Melvin visited Mrs
Will Britton Saturday afternoon
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THE LEADER STORE
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LOWE'S CAFE
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STORE YOUR COAL NOW

Fulton, Keutucky

CITY COAL COMPANY
TELEPHONE 51—FULTON, KY.
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Apothecaries say a dram contains three scruples, but some,
think if one takes a dram he bas
no scruples
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JUST
RETURNED
FROM
FLORIDA!

Viind
Ti ria

Cs.1

FTC
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Our 1.1'1.1Ck has just returned from the heart of the Florida
Fruit district, loaded down with fresh, tree-ripened Oranges,
Grapefruit, Lemons, Tangerines for the Christmas holidays.
This fruit is of selected quality—sweet, juicy and delicious!
You better place your order now while you can get the best
at no extra cost.
Our store is packed with an assortment of holiday foods, ineluding Fruits, Nuts, Candy, Cakes, Fresh Meats and Vegetables. Also assorted Fireworks. Phone 602 or 603.
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ILII0 matter what your hauling needs,
good news waits at your Ford Dealers in the great lord line for '41!
Good news in itariety that offers the
right unit for your job. In the Ford line
you choose from 3 different engine
sizes ...6 wheelhases...42 body styles!
And good news again in value for
your dollar! Low Ford prices buy you
lots of -high-price" truck features.
while the Ford engine and parts exchange plan assures you that repair and
upkeep costs will stay Joust along with
gas and oil costs!
Whether you haul orchids or I-heams,
see your dealer and arrange an on-thejob test on yorr on.* job ... now!
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FORD TRUCKS
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AND COMMERCIAL CARS
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FOR 1941
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State Line Street - Fulton, Ky.
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With A Truck Load of

Tree-Ripened Fruit
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For 1941 FORD oilers a new 4-r IIINI)FR
SLITTX-rt(MONT ENGINE. I he neve
1 - is
available in all iimisieri.ial i.srs, at- ton
and 1 -ion trucks. It is specitit•Ily designed
to give CIIMS-high Co. 4.10,11111 on the type of
light duty and multiple stop delivery seraice needed by hakeries, Gmd shops, etc.
If this is wnir need, here's a new ratiney•
Meer you'll WIWI to k.1,..11.!
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